Gospel of Matthew
21:23-32
By Whose Authority?!
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Jesus had just upset the apple cart in the temple. He had walked in, had seen the corrupt practices
of the money changers and the vendors, and He had flown into
a rage! He had physically wrecked the room! Then, He had
stayed and healed the sick and disabled. It was like He thought
He owned the place! No one in a position of authority at the
temple had arrested Him or even strenuously objected. He was
too popular with the people at that point! They would have
had a riot on their hands, and they did not want that! They did
start plotting in earnest amongst themselves about how they
might put an end to Him by way of murder! Publicly, it was a
obviously a topic of discussion on everyone’s lips – “Did you
hear about what Jesus did in the temple…?” Well, it had remained a hot topic, especially with the
temple leadership. They were in charge of the temple, but when Jesus came into the temple, He
acted like HE was in charge! He acted like He had the right to act like “a bull in a china shop” at
the temple! The boldness of the man galled them! As far as they were concerned, this simply
would not do! There was only one way to get rid of a threat like this – and that was to kill Him.
So, a day or two after the incident with the money changers, Jesus sauntered into the temple again
like nothing had happened. He came in with a large group of disciples and picked up where He
had left off – teaching, and I’m sure, healing! The crowd gathered around Him. He was a great
curiosity for them, and had become a celebrity of sorts – a social darling of the people. The
temple leaders – the priests, high priest, and teachers of the law (Pharisees) were very concerned,
and they knew they had to act, and very soon, to stop this train from going any farther. But to do
so, they knew they were going to have to go against every moral principle they had ever believed
in. But, even so, they felt God would approve! They thought they would be doing His work!
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They would be doing God’s will, actually, but certainly not in the way that
they thought! They would do the evil they intended, thinking it was a
necessary evil if they were to defeat this threat to the true faith – and
therefore a good thing. *It would be the same justification as a soldier
must adopt if He is to kill a fellow human being on the battlefield. If his
opponent is an enemy, wearing an enemy’s uniform, why then it must be
a good thing if He kills him because that is one less enemy, right?! In the
same way, these men thought they were doing good even as they plotted
evil most foul against Jesus! And God would use their evil designs on
Jesus to propel His plan of salvation forward! When men and women do
the evil that is in their heart. They always justify their actions somehow,
no matter how evil and depraved. But in such a place of evil intentions, God was doing good.
They were doing evil, but God was doing good. He will weave the evil that men plan and
men do into His plan. He does not cause their behavior. They are not robots. Their minds and
wills are not taken from them to do evil and then be held accountable for some terrible act
they had no choice but to carry out. No, they simply do what they want to do! Does God want
them to do it? No! Yet He knows they will do it anyway. He knows their hearts and reads
their minds like a book, unerringly anticipating what they will do next and then weaves it into
His plan! [Gen. 50:20; Jas. 1:14] explains this well.
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So, probably within a day or two, Jesus was back in the temple, healing and teaching. The same people who
were plotting to kill Him came to Jesus and called Him out in front of the crowd of
people that had been standing and listening. They hoped to humiliate Him publicly.
They were trying to make Him a laughingstock if they could, which would be just
as effective as murdering Him. So they asked Him a question that they didn’t think
He will have an answer for! “By whose authority do you do these things?” In
other words, “You speak and act like someone has given you authority in and
around the temple. Who gave you this authority? It wasn’t us, so who?”
Jesus harkens back to the prophet John the Baptist. They may have even know of
this. John had declared Jesus to be the Promised One. John had been the first
recognized prophet in Judea for hundreds of years, and he had been given the task
by God to proclaim to the people of Judea the need for repentance. He was not that well received because the
religious people of Judea thought that they were pretty good already, and did not need to repent. They
disregarded Johns message of repentance, and when He was killed by King Herod, it seems to have hardly
caused a ripple in the religious community. John also was given the task to point out the Chosen One of God,
which He did when He had baptized Jesus in the Jordan River. So, in response to this question, Jesus refers
back to John. He was in a round about way saying “John the Baptizer declared who I am when I was baptized
by Him. That should explain why I have this authority! Where do you think John got His authority?” But
these tormentors of Jesus conveniently would not acknowledge John either. So anything that John the Baptist
had proclaimed would not register as legitimate to them. But the rank and file of the people believed John to
have been a bonafide prophet with authority from God. So when Jesus answered their question with this
question, they were caught in a quandary. They could not answer what they really thought or they would have
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shown themselves out of touch and would have been disapproved of by the people!

So these religious leaders feigned like they didn’t know the answer to the question. It probably drew a few
hisses from the crowd, but nothing like it would have been if they had
answered that they thought John had no authority from God and was not really
a prophet. They were smart enough to know if they answered truthfully about
what they really believed, THEY would have been the laughingstock, not
Jesus! So they fudged – they lied - and replied that they didn’t know. And
Jesus absolutely puts them in their place! “If you can’t answer such a simple
question truthfully, then I am not obligated to answer your question either!”
But He had made His point to the crowd. They knew what He was referring
to! So He won that round, and the religious leaders knew it too! It only added to their determination to kill
Jesus, and that, of course was going according to plan!
Next, Jesus tells a parable of two sons. One refused His father’s request to work in their family vineyard that
day. But then he thought better of it and went to work in the vineyard anyway. In the meantime, the father had
gone to his other son and asked him to work in the vineyard that day. That son was much more agreeable than
the first son, and he told his father that he would. But then he never actually went and worked in the vineyard
that day. So Jesus asked which of the two sons would have been approved of by their father? Everyone said the
first son– the disagreeable one.
Then Jesus turned to them and got really personal! It is intensely personal with these religious leaders but they
tried not to show it. It was their hidden agenda, their secret objective to discredit and kill Jesus, and they were
as serious about it as murder! But since it was secret, they had been very careful not to be entirely disrespectful
and give their hand away. But Jesus on the other hand was not bound by intrigue and plotting! He could be
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right up front, forthright, and so He becomes very insulting to them, but cleverly so.

He contrasts the spiritual leaders with the tax collectors (the most hated members of society) – thought to
be the lowest of the low, and the prostitutes, known to be people of low character
and bad morals! BUT… these lowest of the low people in Jewish society
responded to the message of John the Baptizer, while the spiritual leaders of the
land did not! In the story He told, the leaders were represented by the agreeable
son that did nothing he said he would do. The tax collectors and prostitutes were
being compared to the son who was belligerent at first but then came around in the
end. These lowlife types, at least, had enough self-knowledge to know John was
right and they needed to repent and turn from their sin. The religious leaders had
no such reaction. They were not capable of introspection – objectively looking inside themselves and
seeing the ugliness there! A lot of people are not capable of critical introspection. But a critical look
inside, an objective look in the mirror to see what is actually there is absolutely necessary for anyone who
would listen to a message of repentance such as both John and Jesus had been preaching.

[James 1:22-25]

We have to be able to discern where we are wrong! Anyone who wants to approach the Living God has to
go through this spiritual exercise with very practical implications. Humans have had to approach God
humbly, even sorrowfully since the beginning. It is necessary that we admit what we have done and how
far we have fallen short of the glory of God Himself and even of the original glory the Creator gave the
human race! We absolutely destroyed that glory by defiling ourselves in the name of “freedom”! We
harbor rage, and hatred, and malice, and jealousy, and envy, and greed, and lust, and theft, and deceit,
and revenge, and the need to control others, and selfishness – so – much – selfishness! The world
system runs on it, and people endlessly defile their mind, soul, and body by putting themselves first. The
crazy thing is that most people cannot face up to what they have done to themselves and to others. They
self-justify what they have made of themselves and it is so often indefensible! In their minds they have
defended their selfish attitudes and actions since they were children, and even more so when they are
adults! So there is just no way to break through those walls/defenses, and if there is no breaking through,
no self-honesty, no repentance, there can be no connection with a perfect and holy God! Such a person is
caught in a device – a trap, a snare, a tomb - of their own making!
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In his classic book “Mere Christianity” C. S. Lewis
reasons that humans have designed cars to run on
just gasoline - not milk, or orange juice, or coffee, or
whiskey, or anything but gasoline. Likewise, he says,
human life was made by its Creator to run on God.
But we are forever trying to avoid God and run on ourselves. But we were not designed to run on
ourselves! So when we do, everything starts to crumble around us. *For instance, throughout
human history governments rise up and then crash and burn because, in time, the most selfish and
egotistical individuals in a society somehow tend to rise into positions of governmental power!
Then, eventually, when the percentage of these godless, selfish people rise to power at the same
time, the institutions begin to crumble because people have become insanely, corruptly, selfish!
Eventually they corrupt the nation until it cannot defend itself, and it collapses or is overrun, and a
new organization driven by a new ideology rises up to take over power! They too will run on
selfishness, and this too will be their downfall in almost exactly the same way, every successive
time! It is an endless, pathetic cycle of decay and deterioration, because we are not functioning
on the energy source that God designed us to function on! The “self” is a foul fuel to run on.
History attests to this truth.
*Marriages are joined with the best of intentions. But when the people in them run on self and not
on God as they were designed to run, then marriages by-en-large turn into nightmares – two
selfish wills locked in a perpetual struggle for supremacy!
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I’m just saying that unless a person can look inside and see that they are sick and ugly, and
inadequate, and destructive to themselves and to others, they cannot see
the Kingdom of God or be a part of it! The “new creation” that God
intends in everyone in HIS Kingdom begins with a renunciation of the
self and an emptying of the self, so that we can be filled with the fuel of
the
Spirit of God and run clean - the way we were intended.
But the Pharisees will forever be on the outside of it! These priests and
teachers of the law heard Jesus condemn them because they were not capable of being in
touch with their own own sin and shame and guilt. While the lowest sinner could repent,
these “righteous” men could not, would not!
I’ve known a great many people in the church over the years that have lost the ability for
introspection. This can happen at any time in our journey with God, when pride or hubris
take over, and suddenly our eyes are closed to how destructive our words and actions can
be! Suddenly, we are not an asset in the Kingdom of God, but a liability - critical,
opinionated, negative, a destructive force! It happens all the time.
The message of Jesus, as well as John, is that repentance is not just a prayer to get into the
Kingdom of God, but a lifestyle. When we do wrong, the Spirit of God gets after our
tender conscience and tells us that what we did was wrong and to go and make it right.
[Jas. 4:7-10]
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